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Abstract—Modern military activities involve significant data
sharing across security domains. We present the concepts and
architecture of a Mission-oriented Multi-domain Multi-level se-
curity Graphics Server (M3GS) in the environment of GIG
2.0 and cloud computing. M3GS aims at providing information
support for a dynamic team collaborating on a mission of
warfighting, intelligence, anti-terrorism, or rescue and disaster
relief; information providers input data (with various security
labels in different security domains) into M3GS, and through
M3GS, those data are displayed with proper widgets on the
screens of information clients permitted to access; what data can
flow to which screen is governed by security policies. While the
Bell-LaPadula model is used to enforce traditional mandatory
access control, a new challenge is that the data shared have
different owners from different security domains, and are subject
to their own security policies. We address this problem by using
dynamic provenance-dependent attribute-based policies.

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern military activities involve significant data sharing

among diverse organizational entities (including different na-

tional entities). Each entity that shares information has its

security policy—i.e., its own requirements on access and use

of that data. The challenge becomes managing that sharing in

a way that respects each entity’s security policy.

Highly relevant, “need-to-share” [1], [14] is an emerging

term reflecting the information management philosophy or

culture, shifting from the traditional security management

culture labeled with “need-to-protect” since 9/11. The back-

ground problem is that classified information with bureaucratic

boundaries may be over protected or may not be provided by

its custodians, so that some valuable information is not known

and/or cannot be used by other need-to-use entities in duty

of protecting nation’s security. The management (or political)

issue is balancing need-to-protect with need-to-share. A major

research issue is managing information so as to meet both

need-to-protect and need-to-share requirements.

Reflecting the needs of information sharing, the DoD is

transforming its information infrastructure – the Global In-

formation Grid (GIG) into the next generation (GIG 2.0) to

enable the DoD vision of net-centric operations (NCO), which

requires all information and services to be visible, accessible,

understandable, and trusted across the DoD enterprise. In GIG
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2.0, information, services, and applications will no longer

be hosted and maintained by organizational and functional

“stovepipe” systems; instead they will be resourced virtually

on GIG Computing Infrastructure (CI) nodes spread across

GIG’s pooled resources [10]. GIG CI nodes range in scale

from global enterprise CI nodes, regional CI nodes, to unit-

level, modular, deployable CI nodes. This NCO vision can be

achieved by using an assured cloud computing paradigm. We

envision GIG 2.0 as a trustworthy enterprise cloud.

In this paper, we develop the concepts and sketch the ar-

chitecture of a Mission-oriented Multi-domain Multi-level se-

curity Graphics Server (M3GS) for cross domain information

sharing in the environment of GIG 2.0 or DoD clouds. M3GS

could be composed of a set of cloud services, or stand alone, as

needed. It aims at providing information support for a dynamic

team collaborating on a mission of warfighting, intelligence,

or rescue and disaster relief. Information providers input data

(typically classified) into M3GS; through M3GS, data are

displayed with proper widgets on the screens of information

clients who need that data to complete the assigned tasks in the

mission. Security policies govern the flow of data to screens.

A highly relevant concrete example is a graphics server

on the ground, which displays information on the screens

of the cockpits of aircrafts. Context-sensitive constraints exist

with respect to the display’s viewers; e.g., sensitive map and

targeting data ought not be displayed when the plane is on

the ground being serviced by mechanics. Other constraints

might govern what data is permitted to be overlaid on a

given display, or what resolution of map is permitted to

be displayed depending on the security level of the viewer.

Security-sensitive sharing among entities requires interopera-

tion between different nations’ multi-level security labeling—

is it permissible for data with a “secret” U.S. label to be viewed

by a German observer with “VS-Vertraulich” clearance? The

server must be able to handle this level of cross-domain

policy resolution. Furthermore, some policies may depend

on the provenance of the input and not just security labels.

For instance, in an international coalition of ships serving to

interdict Somali pirates, a ship from the United States Navy

may receive reports from ships of other nations, and generate

intelligence maps for them all. The USN graphics server may

be constrained by Saudi Arabian policy from directly including

any Saudi data on a display generated for an Israeli ship.

The policies resolved by the server may thus depend on data

provenance as well.
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The content of this paper is as follows: section II presents

the concepts and an architecture for M3GS; section III dis-

cusses the security policies for M3GS; section IV further

discuss provenance-dependent policies and presents a use case

illustrating the concepts; finally in section V, we summarize

the work and discuss further research.

II. CONCEPTS AND ARCHITECTURE

The following entities and concepts play important roles in

our conception of M3GS:

• Screen: a graphical frame in which information is dis-

played by widgets.

• Message: the basic information unit going through graph-

ics server. A message may be in the form of picture, text,

video stream, radar map, and so forth. Each message is

displayed with a widget, and is marked up with metadata

about security labels, data usage rules, and provenance.

• Widget: a piece of software that accepts data as input

and places graphical output within the display subframe

allocated to it.

• Information client: a human observer of one or more

screens, who uses received information for the comple-

tion of an assigned mission.

• Information manager: a human who (statically) associates

data to each widget, and (statically) assigns widgets to

particular screens.

• Information provider: an entity that provides input to the

graphics server.

To make these notions concrete, consider the cockpit of an

aircraft. The control console may be partitioned into a number

of different screens, and widgets defined to display information

such as bearing, fuel levels, maps, etc. In flight the pilots

would be information clients (but on the ground a mechanic

might be an information client); information producers could

be sensors, video streams from UAVs, text-based messages

from command, maps, and so on. Another typical example is

a big screen in a command center; various information from

diverse security domains is integrated and displayed in one or

more screens, and some information (after processing or not)

is sent to remote screens of information users who working in

the front-line of a mission.

Every information client, manager, and provider has a

security label in a security domain, reflecting one’s security

clearance (if one has); all devices have security labels (to be

discussed later); all the data originate from diverse security

domains, and carry meta-data describing their (origin) domain-

specific security labeling and provenance. This meta-data is

a key element of the policy resolution problems we address.

Figure 1 gives a high level view of the architecture. The archi-

tecture consists of network portals, policy enforcement Point
(PEP), databases, policy engine, and the graphics engine. All

team members communicate with MMGS through the classi-

fied networks of GIG, such as NIPRNet (for “unclassified”

level), SIPRNet (for “secret” level), and JWICS (for “top

secret” level). MMGS’s GIG portal conducts authentication

of all accessors to MMGS; when the Policy Enforcement

Fig. 1. An architecture of M3GS

Point (PEP) receives an access request, it submits the request,

(subjectId, resourceId, access type, context), to the Policy

Engine, which identifies and configures proper policies to

govern the requested resource, collects (locally in MMGS’

data repositories and/or globally from GIG) the attributes of

both resource, subject, and other context information (e.g.

mission statement, assurance levels of access channel and

devices), makes a decision on that access request, and returns

the decision to PEP; if granted, PEP executes the requested

access (e.g., update a message, screen, or some metadata.)

Security for a graphics server has several aspects. The most

obvious is that the platform and the communication be secured

from outside interference. Cryptography, specialized hardware,

hardened communication protocols all contribute to this sort of

security. While important, this is not the focus of our work. We

assume that the computing hardware (for stand-alone M3GS)

rests on a trusted computing base protected by some hardware

assistance such as a Trusted Computing Module. For our

purposes we also assume that all communication with the

graphics server is secure. A second aspect related to security

addresses the potential that the system permit an insider to

obtain information through covert means, taking advantage of

the fact that data from diverse security domains with diverse

security labels come together in the graphics server. The very

architecture of the graphics server thwarts this kind of insider

attack. In our earlier work on the high assurance graphics

engine [18], a user does not have a view into the frame buffer

where the screen output is assembled. A third aspect concerns

elimination of potential information leak in the information

flow of a M3GS, i.e. it is about what data are allowed and

how they are displayed by widgets on which screens. This too

is critically important, and is our major focus in this paper.

There is not a clear division between “security” and “safety”

in this realm. For our purposes we suppose that appropriate

display policies reflecting safety-critical requirements can be

developed, expressed, and integrated with security policies

within the graphics server’s policy database. We focus on

secured information flow management issue.

Security becomes even more complex, when a M3GS is

implemented with cloud computing. Similar to [21], a basic



Fig. 2. M3GS deployed over the clouds.

issue is how to map M3GS components over cloud services

with required security labels, i.e. to make the map satisfy

Bell-LaPadula model [13]. Consider that in GIG all users,

information, and computing resources have security labels.

Cloud workflow access control is expected in GIG. We are

currently developing access control models for assured cloud

computing, by combining lattice-based access control (such

as BLP model), attribute-based policies, and role-based ac-

cess control model [12]. A further issue is optimization of

the M3GS workflow mapping over clouds to maximize the

performance and security of M3GS, based on the attributes of

cloud services. A high level abstraction is given in figure 2,

detailed discussion will be given in another paper.

Complexity abounds in this system. In this initial effort

we try to manage that complexity by identifying a logical

framework focusing on secured cross-domain information flow

management on M3GS. The richness of the attributes on which

decisions are made about what may be displayed, how it may

be displayed, and to whom it may be displayed requires us

to give considerable thought to suitable policies governing the

information flow through M3GS.

III. SECURITY POLICIES

In the context of military and intelligence information

sharing, policies of interest naturally include US government

classification system. With some small variations, most nations

including US follow the British model of a 5 level classifi-

cation : Top Secret, Secret, Confidential, Restricted, and Un-
classified. NATO nations have already worked though a joint

information sharing classification with 5 (slightly different)

levels : COSMIC TOP SECRET, FOCAL TOP SECRET, NATO
SECRET, NATO CONFIDENTIAL, and NATO RESTRICTED.

Such systems are used for both classification of information
and security clearance of individuals, assigning a security
label (also called security level) to a piece of information or

a container of information and to an individual separately. A

security label consists of (1) a sensitivity level, and (2) a set of

need-to-know categories. A sensitivity level is evaluated based

upon the damage to the defining organization’s security caused

by the information leakage. Need-to-know categories are

categories of specific job-related need-to-know information,

or compartment of sensitive information related to specific

subject areas or national-security topics or programs. To access

a classified object, an individual must have sufficient security

clearance.

In computer systems, the above management system is

represented mathematically as the Bell-LaPadula (BLP) model

[13]. Briefly, BLP model expresses “no read up” and “no write

down” principles. BLP is focused on preventing leakage of

information at high security sensitivity levels to lower sensi-

tivity levels and leakage of information outside of need-to-

know categories. The Biba model [2] is BLP’s dual, focusing

on preserving the integrity of information. Information flow

model [7] focuses on preventing unauthorized information

flow from one compartment to another. The rules defined by

those formal models provide the general framework of policies

we consider.

With respect to sharing of classified data cross security

domains, countries that cooperate have largely already worked

through the mapping of security levels, or definition of security

levels based on the organization within which they cooperate

(e.g. NATO-X classifications). Comparison of security labels

from such different domains is a topic known in the literature

as “secure interoperation”, e.g. [3], [6], [19]. Basically, in each

classification system, there is a partial order relation among

security labels (pairs of sensitive level and need-to know

category set); the relation forms a “lattice”, which constrains

access control in a security domain, so called “lattice-based

access control”. Secure interoperation requires to merge mul-

tiple lattices into one, by building a mapping among sensitive

levels in different domains and a mapping between need-to-

know categories. The mapping must be consistent; that is to

say, no contradiction introduced; and in any single domain,

the partial order relation remains unchanged after introducing

the mapping.

The above discussed lattice-based access control models

(BLP formalisms as a representative) capture very well the

hierarchical structure of a security classification system; how-

ever, non-hierarchical classification schemes also exist. For

example, in US government classification system, sensitive

data are also marked with code words representing need-to-

know categories in SCI/SAP, and caveats for the releasability

of sensitive data, like “ORCON”, “NOFORN”, and “REL TO”

[8], [20]; non-hierarchical policies are based on caveats that

define the conditions under which the marked information may

be released. In our very context of data sharing among security

domains through M3GS, more distinguishing features need to

be considered in the security policies governing the sharing.

First, military and intelligence information sharing across

security domains is generally sensitive to provenance. It is

easy to find cases where sensitive data in a security domain

is prohibited from leaking to some other specific domains,

as the earlier example of an international pirate interdiction

fleet points out. Provenance-dependent policy addresses such

issues. Detailed discussion is given later in sections IV.

Secondly, in addition to provenance, policies may need

to consider other attributes regarding the information, the



requester, and the context, particularly, the information usage

context such as the specific use of the information, where the

information should be used, and the time-frame of its use. A

custodian of secure information is usually seriously concerned

about such information usage-context.

Finally, information-specific rules are the rules associated

with specific shared data and for special cases or exceptional

cases to consider. Some special information may need special

protection or special sharing procedures; some information

may be the exceptions of general policies. Some special

rules enhance security constraints, and some others may relax

security constraints.

Unlike the Bell-LaPadula model whose policy is known a

priori, provenance-dependent policy, context-dependent policy,

and information-specific rules are defined by each security

domain, and are not known in advance. We may assume that

provenance-dependent policy and context-dependent policy

will be given by each security domain when the graphics server

is configured, but these policies may later need revision while

the system is in use; information-specific rules are attached

to incoming data, i.e., policy may be part of dynamic run-

time knowledge (in parallel to run-time data), rather than pre-

defined static knowledge. One of our challenges is to handle

dynamically changing policy, in real-time.

We view a policy as a set of rules, where each rule

can be expressed as a logical formula in First Order Logic

(FOL), describing the attributes of a requester, the attributes

of the requested information, and the context of access. This

broad view is supported by the emerging XACML standard

[16]. XACML is declarative, a policy is a set of rules that

specify access decisions as a function of attributes associated

with a “Subject”, “Resource”, “Action”, and “Environment”.

This attribute-based approach enables us to represent various

security policies discussed earlier in a unified form. Both the

security labels (including sensitivity level, and need-to-know

categories) of information items (as well as facilities), and

the security clearance of individuals are treated as attributes;

provenance of information and context of information usage

are also treated as attributes. Different from the standard

attribute-based models where rules are given based on the val-

ues of the attributes of involved entities, provenance involves

tracing a “provenance graph”, so that provenance based policy

are more complex. We discuss more on provenance in § IV.

IV. PROVENANCE MODELING AND MANAGEMENT

We have already alluded to the possibility that policy may

refer to the origins of data, i.e., data provenance. According

to the Oxford English Dictionary, provenance is the origin

and derivation of an object. Evolving from fine art, where

provenance is the documented records about the history of a

work of art, provenance is, generally speaking, the information

about the creation, derivation, and/or modification of an object,

and other historical information about that object, such as

chain of custody, context information. Interest in provenance

has grown in recently years within computer science [4], [5],

[11], [15], particularly in the fields of scientific workflow,

database, AI, and security.

Provenance is an important basis for judging the authen-

ticity, integrity, quality, validity, and value of information; for

validating and repeating scientific experiments; for evaluating

workflow; for analyzing reasons of an operation failure; for

conducting audit; for declaring credit and responsibility; and

for enforcing legitimate use.

Provenance matters in cross-domain information sharing for

the following reasons:

• information clients are concerned about the authenticity,

integrity, quality, validity, and value of information, at-

tributes critical for decisions on how to use it;

• information producers and owners are concerned about

where their information goes, who has access to it, the

purposes for which it is used, and protection of their

information confidentiality;

• information managers need to know the provenance of

information, in order to manage information flow to

enforce each domains security policies;

• an information server may need to document information

processing, for purposes of validation, failure analysis,

and audit.

Given the importance of provenance, the next question asks

how we can represent and handle it. DoD has developed

DDMS (DoD Discovery Metadata Specification) [9] as DoD’s

metadata standard for secure data sharing, which includes IC

ISM (Intelligence Community Information Security Markings)

[17]. The metadata categories defined in DDMS cover security

and provenance, e.g. classification (sensitivity level only),

creator, publisher, contributor, date of creating, posting, and

expiration, subject-coverage, geospatial coverage, temporal

coverage, related resources and relationships. It appears then

that DDMS can be used as the standard of provenance

metadata for marking up messages going through the graphics

server.

To illustrate the role of data provenance with respect to

policy in an M3GS, we describe a simple use-case that

exercises several aspects of the policy architecture. The use

case shows how information is gathered and passes through

several steps before being presented to the M3GS, and that

display of the information depends in part on its provenance,

and also requires resolution of cross-domain security labels.

The example uses a number of data provenance attributes with

terms that are intended to be descriptive (e.g., “createdBy”,

“createdOn”, “dependentOn”) rather than direct reference to

the DDMS standard. We believe the mapping to DDMS

description is straightforward.

We imagine a scenario in Afghanistan where US forces

are training Afghanistan army units in counter-insurgency. US

Forces there host an M3GS that creates graphics for both US

and Afghani commands. Suppose now that CIA station stn-1

receives, from an informer inside a terrorist group, a message

that the insurgent group plots to attack Afghan army facility

F. The CIA station annotates this information as follows:



Info-1: Insurgents plan to attack facility F;
createdBy: CIA;
createdOn: 2010-04-23-21:30 (yyyy-mm-dd-hh:mm);
dependentOn: Info-2;
securityLevel: (top secret, {Insurgency, Facility-F})
[2010-04-23, 2010-04-25]; (secret, {Insurgency, Facility-
F}) [2010-04-26, - ].

Info-2: Insurgent group HIG plots to attack facility
F;
createdBy: CIA-stn-1;
createdOn: 2010-04-23-21:25;
dependentOn: Info-3;
securityLevel: (top secret, {Intelligence, Insurgency,
Afghanistan});
specialAccessPolicy: policy-2.

Policy-2: Info-3 can only be read by CIA head-of-
station at stn-1.

Some of the security labels above are annotated with ranges

of time during which the associated label applies. This makes

security classification time-dependent, which for instance pro-

hibits revelation of the information to lower levels of clearance

while the informer makes an escape.

Info-3 is the message provided by informer; this message

and its provenance have top-secret classification, with an

additional constraint of case-based evaluation by the CIA

head-of-station at stn-1.
Through the server, based on Info-1, US Forces headquar-

ters sends a UAV to monitor the region around facility F. Later,
the observer of the UAV video feed finds that a suspect truck
is driving towards facility F. The observer creates Info-4 :

Info-4: Video stream of a suspect truck approaching facil-
ity F;
securityLevel: (confidential, {Insurgency, Facility-F});
{createdBy: UAV-F;
createdOn: 2010-04-25-12:30pm;
securityLevel: (secret, {Insurgency, UAV, Facility-F})};

Note that Info-4 is a source, it does not depend on anything

else. In a data provenance graph it would be a root. Its

provenance meta-data is contained within this statement inside

of the curly braces, and has its own security label, which in

this case is higher than that of the data itself. This reflects the

need to make data available for use, but protect its source.
Based on Info-1 and Info-4, US Forces headquarters creates

two data artifacts. One is a map with a “current position”
marker of the truck; this is Info-5.

Info-5: Map showing position of truck approaching
Facility-F with intent to attack.
createdBy: USF-AFG;
createdOn: 2010-04-25-12:31pm;
dependentOn: Info-1, Info-4;
securityLevel: (confidential, {Insurgency, Facility-F});

Another data artifact is created, a streaming video from the

UAV tracking the truck. The security sensitivity is the same,

but UAV is added as a need-to-know category.

Info-6: Streaming video of truck approaching Facility-F
with intent to attack.
createdBy: USF-AFG;
createdOn: 2010-04-25-12:31pm;

Fig. 3. Provenance Graph for the Example

dependentOn: Info-1, Info-4;
securityLevel: (confidential, {Insurgency, UAV, Facility-
F});

Figure 3 illustrates a data provenance graph that documents

Info-5, Info-6 and their provenance.

The assembly of meta-data such as illustrated by Figure 3

is assumed to occur outside of the M3GS architecture, but

in a form that the M3GS is able to parse. Meta-data in the

provenance graph may also have certain security labels and

set of special access policies. We also assume that the meta-

data may contain policy statements about use of the data.

Examples are seen in Figure 3 at Info-2 and Info-3, nodes

pointed to with “specialPolicy” arcs. We may imagine that

other policy statements might be included as part of the meta-

data, expressed e.g. in XACML. As the policy accompanies

the data, we refer to this as dynamic policy, which, together

with static policy within the M3GS policy database (e.g., BLP

write rules), governs generation of the screens.

Info-5 and Info-6 are mapped as input to two different

widgets, but these widgets are both mapped to two different

screens. For each screen, policy governs whether these widgets

are allowed to update it.

If we consider an instance of a widget as an active subject

that writes to screens, then we must assign a security label to it.

The natural definition is that the widget’s security sensitivity

is the maximum sensitivity among all of the inputs it acts

upon to produce output, and that its set of categories is

the union of the categories of all its inputs. This definition

preserves the “no write-down” aspect of BLP, and ensures all

the possible need-to-know categories that a write might entail

are represented. A screen’s security label is that of its observer;

if there are multiple observers, then its sensitivity level ought

to be the minimum among all its observers, and its need-to-

know category the intersection of all its observers.

In the example, one screen is viewed by US command, the

other by Afghani command. We may suppose that Afghani

security sensitivity labels have been aligned with the US sys-

tem, but that the two systems have different categories. Subset



relationships have been established though. The US Facility-F
category is subsumed by an Afghani regional category, and

US and Afghani categories of Insurgency are considered to

be identical. The security sensitivity for the US command

is Secret, and its set of categories include Insurgency, UAV,

and Facility-F. The security sensitivity level for the Afghani

command is Confidential; its categories include the regional

one that subsumes Facility-F, and Insurgency. It does not

however include the UAV category.

Consider first the policy applied to the US command screen.

Security labels for Info-5 and Info-6 allow widgets for both to

write to that screen. Not only that, the widgets have access to

all information artifacts in their provenance graphs which also

have security labels that allow them to be written to the screen.

The only such artifact is Info-4 though, as the sensitivity levels

of Info-1, Info-2, and Info-3 are all Top Secret. Info-4 might

identify, for instance, the particular UAV in flight and contact

information of its remote operator.

Unlike the US command screen, the Afghani command

screen may not be updated by a widget instance fed by Info-

6—lacking a UAV category, the BLP write rule prohibits the

update. This simple mechanism allows the US to protect the

source of information about the moving truck, while the Info-5

widget (map with truck marker) provides essential information

about that vehicle.

V. SUMMARY AND FURTHER WORK

In this paper, we identify the needs, develop the concepts,

and sketch an architecture for a mission-oriented multi-domain

multi-level security graphics server (M3GS) as a type of tools

supporting cross-domain information sharing, particularly, pro-

viding secure information support for a dynamical team of

members from different security domains collaborating on a

mission; the server produces the contents of screens fusing

information from a variety of sources in different security

domains — with a variety of security labels. Policies gov-

ern what data can flow to which users’ screens; and our

principal interests focus on those security policies and their

expression. In particular, we identify attribute-based approach

as a general framework to express the general policies from

traditional military access control hierarchical schemas mod-

eled by lattice-based models such as BLP, the non-hierarchical

classification schemas such as caveats, information-specific

and context-dependent policies governing information usage,

and the provenance-dependent policies. We have implemented

a prototype to demonstrate the concepts of M3GS. Corre-

sponding to the architecture of M3GS, the prototype consists

of four modules: PEP, policy engine (PDP), databases, and

graphics engine. We assume that all data are annotated with

xml metadata with respect to security labels, provenance, and

policy Ids pointing to applied special policies. Our policy

engine is based on the model of XACML, and implemented

with Java.

Follow-on work will refine the ideas broadly sketched here.

In particular, we will develop ontologies to precisely specify

the attribute-based policy model in both logic and language

levels, to facilitate metadata annotation, policy specification,

and policy decision on M3GS; we will develop M3GS cloud

workflow access control model, and trust-based cloud work-

flow optimization to maximize the trustworthiness of M3GS.
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